**How to Buzzin.live for KB Players**

1. Head to [https://buzzin.live](https://buzzin.live) and you will see this screen. Click “Join Game”.

2. Type in the Game Code that is typed in the text channel of your current room. Enter your name (no team).
3. This will be the screen you will see during the round as you are buzzing. Click “Join Team”. If you don’t see “Join Team” and instead you see “No Teams”, that means the reader/judge in that room still has to type in the team names. After they type in the team names, you will see “Join Team”.
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4. Click on “Join Team” and choose the team that you are playing for. Click “OK”.
5. Your team should now show up next to “Team:”

6. To buzz in, you should have a GREEN button that says “BUZZ”. If it is YELLOW and says “LOCKED”, the reader/judge has to click the “Toggle Lock” button. If it is RED and says “BUZZED” at the beginning of a new question, the reader/judge has to “Clear Buzzers” just like on a PocketBox to allow everyone to buzz in.

7. You will see when any player buzzes in on the right side of your screen (see below).
   a. BuzzIn.Live accounts for each player’s connection delay (up to a one second delay) in the ordering of the buzzes.
   b. Because of this you may notice buzzes reordering a split-second after they appear.